FREE PAGE DOWNLOAD PDFs
This PDF download: these are watermarked samples from my own design stamp album pages,
albeit some at much lower resolution quality in order to keep internet download file size down. You may
be able to glean a few design ideas from these, not that I am suggesting they are a masterpiece!
Legal warning: no part or captured image/s of these pages and/or page designs can be used
commercially, given away, or sold on without first obtaining my written permission.
Software options
I used an old version of QuarkXPress Passport (version 7.3 from my publishing days) to do all
the page layout work (with its brilliant page element library) but other alternatives are Adobe
InDesign, CorelDRAW and perhaps MS Publisher. You might also want to take a look at
AlbumGen (stamp album design software) which can combine with images and data from
EzStamp – follow this link https://ezstamp.com/software/stamp-album-software/
Get your pages printed professionally – not on a home printer.
In terms of printing your own stamp album pages, most decent digital print shops should be able
to print on larger paper size for you (e.g. A3 paper - ideally at 1200 dpi); then also guillotine to
whatever final page size is wanted; and then punch/drill holes to suit your binder choice.

Paper specification
In terms of paper, I highly recommend Mondi Colorcopy 160g/m2 (59 lbs bond) paper – a paper that
works really well with digital printing. You could use thicker paper if you wanted. Colorcopy paper is
widely available in various paper sizes including A3. This is 100% recyclable, ECF, FSC™ paper
containing pulp from tree farms; has a special surface treatment, is non-toxic, CO2 neutral, carries the
EU Ecolabel, and is ageing resistance ISO 9706 certified (guaranteed archival life of 200+ yrs). If this is
not available to you, then ask your local paper merchant to suggest the nearest paper equivalent.
Fixing stamps
I have fixed my own stamps using CLEAR Hawid open-top stamp mounts but other options
include Showgard mounts or even decent “peelable” stamp hinges with used stamps.
If you have any questions regarding my own non-watermarked pages
or page design, my contact details are below - best to email if you can.
David Farndale
Tel: 07775 744 187; +44 7775 744 187
(UK time 10:00 to 17:00)
email: ruskystamps@aol.com
web: www.ruskystamps.com

- RUSSIAN STAMPS FOR SALE I am gradually selling off all my duplicated Russian stamps 1858-1991. I am not a “dealer”,
but as I occasionally buy up collections to help fill gaps in my own collection, more duplicates
become available – it’s a ‘dynamic’ situation. I usually sell these (Buy-it-Now and Auction) through
my eBay account www.ebay.co.uk/usr/ruskystamps but I do also have collectors that
send me their “Wants Lists” from time to time – especially to help fill low value stamp gaps.
Please request a Wants List template if this is of interest to you.

Occasional bargains and estate sales items are sold through my other eBay channel:
www.ebay.co.uk/usr/ser*e*ndipity
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Stamp Album
 Volume 2
RSFSR Soviet Period
1918 - 1923

Currency: 100 Kopeks = 1 Rouble

Watermarks

Watermarks are illustrated below with variations
indicated by (1), (2), (3); a, b, c, d variants etc.

W#2(1)

W#2(2)

W#2(3)

W#7(a)

W#7(b)
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W#44(a)

W#44(b)

W#103(b)

W#50(b)

W#161

W#50(c)

W#50(d)
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W#103(a)

W#50(a)

SG1606

W#2071

RSFSR

RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERAL SOVIET REPUBLIC
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin (Bolshevik Party)
Russian Leader from 1917-24

Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, original name Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, was a Russian revolutionary, the leader of the
Bolshevik party, the first Premier of the Soviet Union and the founder of the ideology of Leninism.
On 7 November 1917, the Bolshevik party under Lenin seized power from the Provisional Government. Reaction
against their collectivist reorganisation of society led to the Civil War from early December 1917 to 15 November
1920, ending in the defeat of the anti-Bolshevists. "Lenin" was one of his revolutionary pseudonyms. He is
believed to have created it to show his opposition to Georgi Plekhanov who used the pseudonym Volgin, after
the Volga River; Ulyanov picked the Lena which is longer and flows in the opposite direction. He is sometimes
erroneously referred to in the West as "Nikolai Lenin", though he has never been known as such in Russia.

1918 Postal Savings Bank Stamps
(Authorised for postage)
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1918
varnish lines
vertical
rough perf 12.5
183 15
1r.

1918
P14.5x15
181 43
5k.

1918
varnish lines
vertical
rough perf 12.5
185 20
5r.

1918
varnish lines
vertical
rough perf 12.5
186 11
7r.

1918 First Soviet stamps?

E

Although these two new stamps were prepared earlier, they were never
issued as the Provisional Government led by Kerensky was overthrown by
the Bolsheviks in October 1917. The capital was moved to Moscow, and the
government became the Russian Socialist Federal Soviet Republic. The
stamps were issued by the new government in January 1918, but no real
mail service could operate during the civil war which ensued.
Until 1918 there was no country name on Russian stamps. Kerensky's "
broken chain" (“cutting the fetters”) stamp was inscribed (cyrillic) ROSSIA,
but on all other stamps only intials were used, first RSFSR (PCíCP) and
in 1923 USSR, or CCCP.

1919
varnish lines
horiz
P13.5
189 15
1r.

1919
varnish lines
horiz
P13.5
190 11
3r50
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Postal services were seriously
disrupted between 1918-1922.
The Soviet authorities had no
stamps of their own until 1921
and they used stamps of the
earlier regimes as well as fiscal
and savings bank stamps in the
interim. During the period of the
civil war many issues were prepared locally. The name of the
country was changed in 1923 to
the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and first stamps were
issued on 19 August 1923.

RSFSR

RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERAL SOVIET REPUBLIC

1919
varnish lines horiz
Imp Pairs
192 11 1r

1919
varnish lines horiz
Imp Pairs
193 11 3r50

SA

1919
varnish lines horiz
Imp Pairs
194 11 7r.

PL
M

The first of the Soviet issues showing the steady inflation in Russia
during the first two years of the Revolution 1921-23

Symbols of Agriculture

E

1921 Imp Wove
medium/ thin
paper types
196 48 2r.

Symbols of Agriculture

Symbols of Industry

1921 Imp
pelure paper
200 46 20r.

Symbols of Agriculture & Industry

Triumph of Revolution
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Symbols of Agriculture & Industry

RSFSR

RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERAL SOVIET REPUBLIC
1921 Postage Savings Bank Stamps
(Authorised for postage)

1921
202 51
50k (dated “18..”)
brown/pale brown
Litho W44 P13

1921
202a 51
50k (dated “1...”)
brown/pale brown
Litho W44 P13

SA

1921 Control Stamps
(Authorised for postage)
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1921
204 51
(dated “19..”)
50k. brown/buff
Litho W44 P13

1921
209 52.
(dated “19..”)
25r. chocolate/buff
Litho W44 P13
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RSFSR

RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERAL SOVIET REPUBLIC
1922 AIR Consular Fee Stamps

These stamps were used only by the Russian Embassy in Berlin for the transmission
of official mail by the Berlin-Moscow air service. These stamps were employed only
for a very short time. They were cancelled with pen or indelible pencil.

1922
P13.5 surcharged in red
265 69
12 Mk on 2r 25.
blue, rose & green
Value in German Marks

1922
P13.5 surcharged in red
267 69
120 Mk on 2r 25.
blue, rose & green
Value in German Marks

E
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1922
P13.5 surcharged in red
272 69
1200 Mk on 3r.
green, pale green & rose
Value in German Marks

Some values also exist with the surcharge word “repm” inverted
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RSFSR

RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERAL SOVIET REPUBLIC
The 1922 Charity Stamps

These were only on sale in Moscow, and for one day. Sold at five million times
face, four-fifths of which represented surtax for juvenile welfare.
Overprinted “Philately for the Children”

1922
P14 X 14.5
274 22
2k
green

1922
P14 X 14.5
275 22
3k.
red

1922
P14 X 14.5
276 22
5k
brown-lilac

1922
P14 X 14.5
277 23
10k.
deep blue

1922
Imp
278 22
1k.
orange

SA

1922 Obligatory Tax Exchange Control Stamps

A decree of 26 September 1922 levied a tax on stamps and other collectables which were exchanged by post. A limit was
placed on the exchange of philatelic material with collectors abroad. The tax was used for famine relief and aid for homeless
children. Surcharged stamps applied to the cover indicated that the tax had been paid and that the contents were within the
prescribed limits. For exchange material leaving Russia the tax stamp was usually placed on the back; for mail entering the
country the stamp was placed anywhere convenient.

PL
M
T279 45
250r. on 35k.
blue

1922 5th Anniversary of October Revolution

1922
Imp
280 71 10r.
black & brown

1922
Imp
281 71 25r.
black &
deep-purple

E

The value of these stamps is expressed in “1922” roubles each worth 10,000 of the
depreciated paper roubles of preceding years.
The AIR overprint stamp (284) was on sale only at the Moscow G.P.O.
Design by I. Dubasov
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1922
Imp
282 71 27r.
black & carmine

1922
Imp
283 71 45r.
black & blue

RSFSR

RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERAL SOVIET REPUBLIC
1922 Famine Relief

Issued without indication of value, owing to
the rapid fluctuations of the rouble

1922
Imp
287 73
20r. + 5r.
Bus

Freighter

Steam Train

Airplane

SA

1922-23 Soviet Star Overprints

Remaining Imperial stamps were overprinted with a Soviet star
after the Revolution

PL
M

P14 x 14.5
290 10
20r. on 15k.
blue &
purple-brown

P14 x 14.5
291 10
20r. on 70k.
orange-red &
red-brn.

P14 x 14.5
292 14
30r. on 50k.
green &
brown-purple

P14 x 14.5
293 10
40r. on 15k.
blue &
purple-brown

P14 x 14.5
294 10
100r. on 15k.
blue &
purple-brown

P14 x 14.5
295 10
200r. on 15k.
blue &
purple-brown

300 10
40r. on 15k.
blue &
red-brown

301 10
100r. on 15k.
blue &
red-brown

302 10
200r. on 15k.
blue &
red-brown

1922-23 Imperf. Surcharged

298 10
20r. on 70k.
orge-red &
red-brown

299 14
30r. on 50k.
green &
brn-purple

E

296 14
5r. on 20k.
scarlet &
blue

The first "working class" definitive stamps, but still in inflationary currency

1922 Imp
306 79
100r.
orange-red
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RSFSR

RUSSIAN SOCIALIST FEDERAL SOVIET REPUBLIC

1923
P14 x 14.5
307 78
15r.
deep blue

1923
P14 x 14.5
308 79
50r.
brown

1923
P14 x 14.5
309 79
70r.
purple

SA

1923
P12.5
312 78
10r.
deep blue

1923
P14 x 14.5
310a 79
70r.
orange-red
ERROR

1923
P14 x 14.5
310 79
100r.
orange-red

1923
P12.5
313 79
50r.
brown

1923
P13.5
311 78
10r.
deep blue

1923
P12.5
314 79
70r.
purple

1923 Charity Stamps

1923
Imp. 316 71
1r + 1r on 10r.
black & brown
(Bronze)

E
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M

315-319 were only on sale in Moscow, and for just one day.
A surtax equal to face value was levied for charitable purposes. The inscription signifies “Philately for
the workers”. Surcharges in different colours - Gold, Bronze, Silver applied in red ink then dusted
with the metal. Red surcharges result from the metal rubbing off.

The new ‘stable currency’ definitives of 1923
1923
P14 x 14.5
324 85
20r.
purple

1923
P14 x 14.5
320 85
3r. rose
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